Introduction
During many occasions, computer users and machine users in general have to perform more than one task simultaneously. When a combination of events demands critical decisions and rapid actions, the subject's alertness is raised. If alertness persists, it is likely to reach beyond certain acceptable levels and ultimately transform into stress. Stress due to the subject's divided attention may lead to degradation of his/her performance for one or more simultaneous tasks.
In this study, we describe research that aims to quantify stress levels of subjects due to divided attention. Such cases often arise in software use and beyond and take a serious toll on performance and emotion. The proposed method is based on the thermal signature of the face. We use the supraorbital skin temperature as the physiological variable of interest. Because of higher measurement sensitivity and its contact-free nature, facial thermal stress monitoring has been an increasingly popular approach (Puri et al., 2005 , b. Pavlidis et al., 2002 . Contact sensor based physiological measurement methods restrict subjects' motion and increase their awareness of being monitored (Yamaguchi et al. 2006 , Yamakoshi et al. 2007 , Healey et al 2005 . Therefore, it is not a very effective way for continuous physiological monitoring.
Although concurrent execution of multiple tasks is part of human life, no sufficient research has been done to understand its effects on human emotional states and performance. The purpose of this study is to evaluate a subject's emotional states and effect on performance while executing parallel tasks. We use simulated driving and concomitant cell phone conversation in our experimental design. This is a quintessential divided attention example in man-machine interaction with which most people are familiar with.
The results of our research show that the simultaneous performance of dual tasks increases blood flow in the supraorbital vessels and frontalis muscle. A change in blood flow alters heat dissipation from the supraorbital region and thus, it can be monitored through a thermal camera. This work opens a new area of research in non-contact stress monitoring for divided attention situations. 
Methodology
During concurrent dual tasks performance, we have observed considerable skin temperature increase in the supraorbital region of all 11 subjects. This elevated temperature is the results of increased blood flow to the supraorbital region in order to supply energy for the increased mental activities. This finding matches our previous reporting that user stress is correlated with the increased blood flow in the frontal vessel of the supraorbital region (Puri et al., 2005) . In the past, we used the periorbital region to quantify stress during startle response and polygraph examination (a. Pavlidis et al., 2002 , b. Pavlidis et al., 2002 , Tsiamyrtzis et al. 2006 . As oppose to our requirement, that is to monitor sustained stress during the divided attention situations, the periorbital reg i o n i s u s e d t o q u a n t i f y instantaneous stress. Moreover, the users' continuous moving eyes during simulated driving prevent us from using the periorbital measurement in this study. As a result, we focus our attention to the skin temperature of the supraorbital region and its involvement in determining sustained stress.
Unlike the periorbital area, which accommodates a wide range of temperature values, the supraorbital area is plateau in nature. When tracks this plateau region, thin ranged feature points of the tracker compromise its stability to a certain degree (Dowdall et. al 2007) . As a consequence, the tracker is shifted from its target position repeatedly. Therefore, we select a larger region of interest for the tracking algorithm but compute the mean thermal footprint of an appropriate subset of the region (Pogreška! Izvor reference nije pronađen.). For every subject, we select a Region of Interest (ROI) that covers the supraorbital area (see Figure 1 ). We compute the mean temperature of the ROI for every frame in the thermal clip. We, thus, produce a 1D supraorbital temperature signal from the 2D thermal data. However, due to imperfections in the tissue tracking and systemic noise, the measurement from this area carries substantial noise, which we suppress to a large degree by a Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) based noise cleaning approach (Tsiamyrtzis et al. 2006) . Finally, we model the global trend of the noise-cleaned signal by fitting a linear polynomial to each experimental segment. Figure 2 illustrates the raw temperature signal, the noise cleaned signal, and the linear segment fitting. The slope value describes the temperature evolution of each segment. 
Experimental Design
We used a high quality Thermal Imaging (TI) system for the data collection. The centerpiece of the TI system is a ThermoVision SC6000 Mid-Wave Infrared (MWIR) camera (FLIR Systems) (NEDT=$0.025 o C). For each subject, we recorded 3 thermal clips: while the subject resting, playing the driving simulation game, and the cooling off period. Thus, we collected 11 subjects x 3 clips/subject = 33 thermal clips.
The data set features subjects of both genders, different races, and with varying physical characteristics. The subjects were placed 6 feet away from the thermal camera (Fig. 3) . We used a XBOX-360 game console and the Test Drive: Unlimited game to simulate real life driving. The subjects were asked to follow all traffic signs, drive normally and not to race during the experiment. They were given an opportunity to test drive before the experiment begun to facilitate themselves with the simulated driving setup. After the test drive, the subjects were asked to relax for 5 minutes before the experiments begun. This helps to isolate effects of other stress factors that the subjects may have carried from the past events. The subjects' facial thermal signature was recorded during this relaxation period. We called it baseline segment.
Next, the subjects were asked to play the driving simulation game. This part of the experiment lasted for approximately 5 minutes. After around a minute of the simulated driving (the initial single task segment), we made a cell phone call to the subjects and played a set of prerecorded questions in the following order:
Instruction: Please do not hang up until you are told so. The question set was a combination of basic, logical, simple math and ambiguous questions. The order of the questions was designed to build-up emotional pressure on the subjects. Additional pressure was achieved by repeating one more time every question that was incorrectly answered. The subjects were supposed to drive while talking on the cell phone (the dual task segment). At the end of the phone conversation, subjects put the phone down and continued driving till the end of the experiment (the latter single task segment).
Finally, the subjects relaxed for 5 minutes. The purpose of this so-called cool-off segment was to monitor physiological changes after the simulated driving experiment.
Experimental Results
We used the slope as the thermal stress indicator. For each subject, we compute the slope value for every experimental segment as described in the Methodology section. Fig. 4 shows the mean slope values of the various segments for the entire data set (mean subject). The graph clearly indicates that the temperature increase during the concurrent dual tasks is the highest among all segments. Since the temperature increase is correlated to blood flow, the results indicate that more blood flows to the supraorbital region during the dual task action. With the exception of subject-6 (S6), the dual task segment of all subjects has a higher temperature gradient than its corresponding baseline and initial single task. This validates our assumption that the user's divided attention while critical tasks performance increases the user's stress level. Fig. 4 . Mean slope value of the experimental segments. The temperature increase is the highest during the dual tasks performance. While performing the single task second time (Latter), most of the subjects carried the mental stress from the past dual tasks period. On the other hand, as the ablove graph illustrates, the subjects experienced less mental stress for the same single task performed first time (initial) as it was conducted right after the relaxation period (baseline) where they got an opportunity to isolate their mental stress due to the past events. Most of the subjects admitted during the post-debriefing session that they were thinking about their dual tasks 132 performance while performing the latter single task. Therefore, the subjects experienced higher mental stress during the latter single task as compared to the initial single task. Figure 4 confirms this finding, mathematically. It illustrates that the rate of temperature change of the latter single task is higher than that of the initial single task.
The rationale behind higher slope value of the baseline segment as compare to the initial single task segment is that many subjects played the driving simulation game first time ever during the test drive. Thus, the baseline segment reflects the stress level they acquired during the test drive period, which was right before the baseline segment. The test drive helped isolating anxiety of performing a task that was never performed before. Therefore, the initial single task represents stress due to conducting the single challenging task only, i.e. driving the simulated car.
S6 is an interesting subject. The supraorbital temperature of the subject increased almost half of the dual task period and then decreased during the remaining period ( Figure 5 ). We found the temperature decrease on the supraorbital was due to emotional perspiration. The cause for the emotional perspiration during divided attention is unknown to us at this point of our research. More experiments are required to reveal the full picture and currently we are pursuing it. In all cases, the rate of temperature change of the cool-off segment is much slower than that of the dual task segment. In most cases, the rate of the temperature change of the cool-off segment is slower than that of the initial single task, and the latter single segments. This illustrates that the subjects indeed felt relaxed after 5 minutes of intense mental activity.
Performance of the drivers degraded during the dual task segment, as measured by the point system of the simulator. This was inversely proportional to the average stress level measured through the supraorbital channel.
Conclusion
This research work demonstrates the feasibility of stress quantification in situations where the attention of the user is divided. Psychologically kosher (i.e., unobtrusive) quantification of stress and its correlation to user performance and emotion are of singular importance in man-machine interaction. We have also proved that talking on a cell phone during simulated driving increases the supraorbital skin temperature significantly. This finding clearly demonstrates that concurrent performance of two critical tasks increases user's stress level. Thus, we can safely claim that the proposed system is capable of reflecting the user's stress in divided attention situations. A feedback system can be devlope that alerts the users about their mental status based on the facial thermal signature . The initial experiment with a small dataset shows a lot of promise. More multi-faceted and extensive experiments, however, are necessary to understand the complete picture.
The proposed system can be use to monitor physiological behavior during critical multitasking activities. The potential use of our system is to understand the vehicle drivers' emotional states in order to reduce traffic accidents. The major bottelnack of this system is very high cost of the thermal camera, which prevents the system to be a practial applciation. We hope the cost of the thermal camera will reduce in the near future.
